Sensory saltation is a misperception of the spatial location of repetitive, transient stimuli (Geldard 1975; Geldard and Sherrick 1986) . In the auditory modality, it has most commonly been studied with trains of dichotic click stimuli. In each train, the first members are lateralised by using an interaural disparity to one side, and that disparity is reversed at the temporal midpoint of the train. For interclick intervals (ICIs) less than about 200 ms, the resulting percept is of a train of clicks which begins at one (intracranial) site, and steps through the azimuth to the location of the final element in the train (Hari 1995; Shore et al 1998; Phillips and Hall 2001) . The percept is thus of events occurring at the sites of stimulation, and at points between them. The saltation effect is of interest for at least two reasons. First, the ICIs capable of supporting the illusion appear to be longer in dyslexics than in normal readers (Hari and Kiesila« 1996) , suggesting that the mechanisms supporting the illusion might be associated with impaired sensory processes presumed to underlie some language disorders. Second, the saltation effect provides a window into the nature and time course of sensory processing that precedes the`writing' of the percept to which the listener has access (Phillips and Hall 2001) .
Abstract. Auditory saltation is a misperception of the spatial location of repetitive, transient stimuli. It arises when clicks at one location are followed in perfect temporal cadence by identical clicks at a second location. This report describes two psychophysical experiments designed to examine the sensitivity of auditory saltation to different stimulus cues for auditory spatial perception. Experiment 1 was a dichotic study in which six different six-click train stimuli were used to generate the saltation effect. Clicks lateralised by using interaural time differences and clicks lateralised by using interaural level differences produced equivalent saltation effects, confirming an earlier finding. Switching the stimulus cue from an interaural time difference to an interaural level difference (or the reverse) in mid train was inconsequential to the saltation illusion. Experiment 2 was a free-field study in which subjects rated the illusory motion generated by clicks emitted from two sound sources symmetrically disposed around the interaural axis, ie on the same cone of confusion in the auditory hemifield opposite one ear. Stimuli in such positions produce spatial location judgments that are based more heavily on monaural spectral information than on binaural computations. The free-field stimuli produced robust saltation. The data from both experiments are consistent with the view that auditory saltation can emerge from spatial processing, irrespective of the stimulus cue information used to determine click laterality or location.
switching the identity of the stimulus cue while maintaining the intended stimulus lateralisation should be inconsequential to the strength of the illusion. The experiment compared the strength of saltation for dichotic click trains lateralised on the basis of ITDs (with zero ILD), ILDs (with zero ITD), and those click trains in which the stimulus dimension used to lateralise them was switched at the midpoint from one (ITD or ILD) to the other. Experiment 2 provided a preliminary description of the strength of the saltation effect for free-field stimuli, in which the actual stimulus locations were disposed symmetrically about the interaural axis in the lateral auditory hemifield. These locations are not differentiated by the ITD they generate at the ears (Feddersen et al 1957; Middlebrooks and Green 1990) , and the percept of their location is likely influenced most strongly by monaural spectral differences at the ear nearer the sound sources (after Slattery and Middlebrooks 1994) . A saltation effect supported by stimuli at these eccentricities would offer support for the view that the illusion can operate on a spatial representation derived largely from monaural stimulus information.
2 Experiment 1 2.1 Methods The general methods were comparable to those of a recent, previous report (Phillips and Hall 2001) , and so will be treated summarily here.
2.1.1 Subjects. Seven adult listeners (five female) took part in the study. Six of the listeners had normal hearing (4 20 dB HL) bilaterally to 8.0 kHz; the seventh listener had a mild loss at 8.0 kHz. Subjects were tested individually in an Eckel single-walled sound-attenuating room. Four of the subjects (the authors) had taken part in the earlier saltation study. The remaining four listeners had no prior experience with the effect.
2.1.2 Stimuli. All stimuli were made up of broadband clicks, each composed of a single positive-going rectangular pulse produced in Macromedia's SoundEdit 2 . Each pulse had a duration of 2 samples (45.35 ms). Binaural clicks with an ITD were produced by imposing a 500 ms onset delay between the members of the otherwise-identical click pair in the left and right channels. Binaural clicks with an ILD were produced by altering the relative amplitudes of the otherwise-simultaneous click pair. Each complete stimulus consisted of a train of six equally spaced clicks, at various ICIs. ICI here is defined as click onset to click onset.
We used six different types of click trains. As one control, monaural (`mono') clicks were used. In these trains, the first three clicks came from one channel and the last three came from the other channel. The second control condition (veridical ITD, or`vITD') was one in which the ITD of successive clicks in the train was changed to simulate roughly a source actually moving about the azimuth. The first click in the train had a 500 ms ITD favouring one ear; the last click in the train had a 500 ms ITD favouring the opposite ear. The intervening clicks were equally distributed in the ITD dimension between those endpoints. In this stimulus, the amplitude of each individual rectangular pulse was exactly one half that of the pulses in the mono stimulus. This was done in order to equate roughly the loudness of the clicks in the two types of trains.
The remaining four stimulus types were all dichotic saltation stimuli. One type employed click trains in which the first three elements were lateralised with a 500 ms ITD favouring one ear, while the last three clicks were lateralised with a 500 ms ITD favouring the other ear. The second saltation stimulus used a 9 dB ILD to lateralise the stimuli (after Phillips and Hall 2001) . The choice of a 9 dB ILD was based on the fact that in studies of three listeners (the authors) an ILD of about 9 dB offset a 500 ms ITD, when the`centring' technique was used (after Deatherage and Hirsh 1959; Harris 1960 ). To maintain roughly equal loudness with the other click types, the amplitudes of the pulses (the ratio of which was calculated to provide the ILD expressed in dB) were engineered to fall symmetrically around the same 50% pulse amplitude of the ITD pulses. The third saltation stimulus (time-to-level, or`T-to-L') was one in which the first three clicks were lateralised with a 500 ms ITD to one ear, while the last three clicks were lateralised to the opposite ear with a 9 dB ILD. The fourth saltation stimulus contained three clicks lateralised on the basis of a 9 dB ILD favouring one ear, followed by three clicks lateralised to the opposite ear with a 500 ms ITD (level-to-time, or`L-to-T').
Stimuli of each type, direction (left to right and right to left), and ICI (30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 240 , and 480 ms) combination required were presented in a different pseudorandom order in each testing block.
2.1.3 Procedure. Subjects were seated in a sound-attenuating room in front of a Macintosh Applevision AV monitor, with keyboard and mouse. The Macintosh PowerPC 8600 CPU was located outside the room to provide a quiet listening environment. Sounds were delivered through Koss TD/65 headphones. The sound level in the Macintosh control panel was initially set to one deemed comfortable by the authors, and remained at this level for the duration of the studies (approximately 67 dB sound pressure level, A-weighted; Bruel and Kjaer instruments). Stimulus trials were subject-initiated by a button click and responses were recorded in the same manner. Subjects were informed at the outset that this was a study of the quality of their perception of the stimuli, and that there were no right or wrong answers. For stimulus conditions generating the perceived motion, all subjects reported a clear sensation of clicks taking an orderly intracranial trajectory across the midline plane.
Click trains consisting of mono, ITD (500 ms), ILD (9 dB), vITD, T-to-L, and L-to-T types, each with ICIs of 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 240 , and 480 ms, were studied, ie it was a fully factorial design. A total of 336 trials in random order were performed, in one session, for each subject (6 stimulus types62 directions67 ICIs64 repetitions). Trial order was randomised across all conditions and repetitions. Subjects were allowed to listen to a stimulus as many times as they wished prior to responding, in an effort to optimise confidence in their ratings. Subjects responded with a number from 1 to 5. A response of`1' indicated that the perceptual experience was of a smooth spatial progression of clicks from the point of origin to the end point, with clicks evenly spaced throughout the excursion. A response of`5' indicated that the first three clicks were clearly localised at the spatial location of origin, and the last three at the spatial end-point, with none of the clicks located along the trajectory between the two locations. Intermediate ratings indicated imperfectly smooth progression such that clicks seemed not to be evenly spaced along their trajectory, and yet neither were they anchored perfectly at their endpoints. In practice, this judgment was for all listeners a very natural and easily performed one, and all subjects used the entire range of the rating scale in their responses.
Results
Data collected were ratings of the continuity of the perceived motion generated by each stimulus condition, and averaged across repetitions and direction of perceived motion (thus there were seven ICIs for each of the six stimulus configurations). These data are shown, separately for each of the nine listeners, in figures 1a^1g. Figure 1h shows the grand mean data, averaged across all listeners. The general features of the data are as follows. First, for every listener, motion ratings were highest (near`1') for almost all of the vITD stimuli (filled squares). Second, for all listeners, motion ratings were lowest (usually near`5') for the mono stimuli (open triangles). The data from these control conditions indicate (a) that subjects used the full width of the rating scale, and (b) that the ratings were not simply a reflection of the click-train duration or ICI. The parameter is stimulus type, identified by the legend (see also section 2.1.2). Note that the ratings were almost always near`5' (poor motion continuity) for the mono trials, near`1' (perfect continuity of motion) for the vITD trials, and that all of the saltation conditions showed a dependence on ICI, with ratings being closest to`1' for short ICIs, and closest to`5' for long ICIs.
For all subjects, the ratings of motion continuity for the four types of saltation stimuli were an orderly function of ICI. Motion ratings were usually close to`1' for short ICIs, and close to`5' for long ICIs. This distinguishes the responses to the saltation stimuli from those to both the mono and vITD stimulus types. An exception to this generality was listener WRO (figure 1g), whose responses to the mono trains followed the same pattern as those for the saltation types, albeit at shorter ICIs. This suggests that mono stimuli also supported the saltation illusion in WRO, though more weakly than did the dichotic stimuli. In this regard, five of the seven listeners had mean ratings of less than 5 for the mono stimuli with the shortest ICIs, confirming that monaural stimuli can generate weak saltation in some listeners. This suggests that WRO's data might simply represent the extreme of a continuum of susceptibility of monaural stimuli to the saltation effect.
Despite some individual differences in the patterns of dependence of the motion rating on ICI, the functions for the four different kinds of saltation stimuli were generally indistinguishable for each subject. For each listener, the four functions had the same ranges and slopes, and, with the possible exception of data for subject SEH, usually crossed each other repeatedly. Not surprisingly, the grand mean data (figure 1h) show the same trends. These data indicate that the motion-continuity ratings were independent of the stimulus cue used to determine click laterality, and they suggest that the generation of the saltation percept was seamless across the switch in stimulus cue type in the T-to-L and L-to-T conditions. Note also that for short ICIs (30 ms and 60 ms in all listeners, a wider range in listener DPP), motion-continuity ratings for the saltation stimuli were usually not distinguishable from those for vITD stimuli.
Discussion
The purpose of experiment 1 was to determine if the strength of the auditory saltation illusion was affected by a shift in the identity of the stimulus cue determining the laterality of the clicks within a stimulus trial. This shift was timed to coincide with the reversal of the stimulus disparity which evokes the illusion (ie at the temporal midpoint of the click train). The experiment revealed a compelling immunity of illusory-motion continuity ratings to this manipulation. This finding confirms our earlier speculation that the illusion exploits a spatial perceptual representation irrespective of the stimulus cues in which that representation has its genesis.
The most obvious objection to this reasoning is the view that, for click stimuli, ITDs and ILDs exploit common neural coding mechanisms, specifically neural spike-timing differences between the outputs of the two ears (the`latency hypothesis'). That is, an ITD establishes a neural spike-timing difference through the asynchronous stimulus arrival times at the ears, and an ILD in simultaneously arriving clicks establishes a neural spike-timing disparity through the latency^intensity relation (after Jeffress 1948)öie response latency is inversely related to stimulus amplitude. A single coincidence-detection mechanism would therefore be able to operate on the spike time code generated by both ITDs and ILDs. Indeed, it is this shared neural`code' which presumably underlies the psychophysical ability to`trade' time for intensity in the`centring technique' for offsetting the spatial effect of an ITD with an ILD favouring the opposite ear (after Deatherage and Hirsh 1959; Harris 1960) . Because of the existence of a shared neural code for click ITD and ILD, it might be argued that the switch in stimulus cue at the midpoint of the click train has no consequence for the underlying neural stimulus code, and therefore that the robustness of the saltation effect in the face of this switch is unsurprising.
There are at least two responses to this line of argument. The first is psychophysical. Without disputing that it is possible to trade ILDs for ITDs in dichotic clicks, it is also the case that the ILD and ITD within a single stimulus can generate separate, dual, perceptual images (Hafter and Jeffress 1968; Hafter and Carrier 1972) , a phenomenon which may also extend to tones (Whitworth and Jeffress 1961) . The concurrent generation of differentiable perceptual images for the ITD and ILD components of a single stimulus necessarily means that it is not the case that only a single, shared neurophysiological representation serves the two stimulus parameters. The second response draws on neurophysiology. If the neural code for ILDs resided solely in neural times, then it would be possible to predict a neuron's responses to ILDs from its ITD sensitivity. In practice the prediction of ILD coding from ITD sensitivity is completely accurate (or close to it) in only about 10% of rat inferior-colliculus neurons, although it is partially' accurate in up to a further 60%, depending on the criterion used (Irvine et al 1995) . The reason for such imperfect predictions likely resides in the failure of the latency hypothesis to include any independent representation of, or code for, stimulus amplitude (eg response amplitude; Irvine et al 1995) . In this general regard, Schro « ger (1996) has provided evidence from evoked potentials in man which suggests that the cortical neural representations of the ITD and ILD of brief tones are only partially overlapping. Accordingly, evidence both from psychophysics and from neurophysiology can be adduced to cast doubt on the latency hypothesis of joint ITD^ILD coding because of its oversimplification at both levels of description. The striking immunity of the saltation effect from the switch in cue identity thus stands in some contrast to what is likely to be a significant shift in the pattern of brain activity evoked by the cue switch. In turn, this raises the possibility that the saltation effect is a`high-level' one, operating not at the level of encoding of the basic ITD and ILD stimulus cues, but on the spatial representation that emerges from the processing of those cues.
3 Experiment 2 3.1 Methods 3.1.1 Subjects. Eight subjects (six female) took part in the experiment. All but one subject had normal hearing; the exception had a mild loss at 8.0 kHz. Two listeners (DPP, SEH) had also participated in experiment 1, and all of the listeners had previous experience with saltation under dichotic conditions. 3.1.2 Apparatus and stimuli. Trains of six click stimuli (rectangular pulses, 43.35 ms duration) were generated by a Power Macintosh 7200/90 computer with SoundEdit 2 and Hypercard 2 software. The stimuli were amplified (Realistic SA-155), led into an Eckel sound-attenuating room, and transduced by two Optimus (XTS 36 40-1994) speakers (0.14^20.0 kHz frequency response). The room itself had its walls and ceiling lined with 2-inch thick Auralex foam wedges, and the floor was carpeted to improve further the sound absorption. The speakers were suspended at ear level by inflexible metal rods from a 70-inch diameter, circular track mounted on the ceiling of the room (after Phillips et al 1998; Boehnke and Phillips 1999) . Stimulus amplitude was set at a comfortable listening level, close to 30^35 dB above click detection threshold.
The listener was seated with his or her head below the centre of the circular track. The listener faced a fixation point marked on the window of the room. This fixation point was defined as 08 azimuth, and leftward (negative) and rightward ( positive) stimulus locations were specified relative to that point. In separate blocks of trials, the speakers were located at 458 and 1358 of azimuth, or at À458 and À1358 of azimuth. The listener was asked to maintain fixation, and to avoid head movements, throughout testing. The listener was able to view the AV monitor of the computer through the room window, and used a mouse click to initiate trials and to provide a response to each stimulus presentation. Note that the presence of the window itself might have distorted the acoustics of sound transmission within the booth. We did not make direct measurements in the room. However, the speakers closest to the window faced away from it (ie towards the listener), and, empirically, data obtained for conditions with speakers between the window and the listener, and behind the listener (ie with the listener interposed in the sound field between the speakers and the window), were not discriminably different.
3.1.3 Design and procedure. The general procedure was that the listener initiated a trial by mouse click, the train of six clicks was presented by the computer, and the listener would rate the strength of the illusion (`rate the continuity of the perceived motion', see below) on a 5-point scale, again by mouse click. The first three clicks of the trial emanated from one speaker location, and the second three clicks emanated from the second location. Listeners were permitted as many listens as they wished before responding, for each stimulus trial. For each speaker separation, both directions of apparent motion were tested, four times at each of sixICIs (ICIs: 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 240 ms) . For the left and right hemifield trials separately, stimulus presentation+ order was fully randomised across the other stimulus variables.
Listeners were tested individually. Following the general procedure of experiment 1, the task of the listener on each trial was to rate the`evenness' or`continuity' of the perceived motion. We explained to the listener that he or she was to rate as`1' a percept in which the six clicks were equally spaced in eccentricity, and as`5' a percept of three clicks at one location followed by three clicks at the second location. The listeners were instructed to assign intermediate values on the rating scale according to the degree to which they perceived the eccentricities of the clicks to be unevenly spaced, ie to be intermediate between purely even, continuous motion (`1') and no continuous motion (`5'). As will be evident from what follows, seven of the eight listeners used the entire rating scale, despite differing in the patterns with which their ratings depended on stimulus parameters.
Results
Data collected were ratings of the perceived continuity of motion for each stimulus trial. In what follows, data were averaged across repetition, direction of motion, and hemifield (left and right). The mean ratings of the eight listeners are plotted as a function of ICI in figure 2a . All of the listeners gave ratings of high motion continuity for click trains with short ICIs, and most of them gave ratings closer to`5' for trains with long ICIs. An exception was listener SMR, whose maximum mean rating was close to`3', and this was for the longest ICI condition. These data suggest the existence of a robust saltation phenomenon for free-field stimuli in the lateral auditory hemifields.
Because experiment 2 did not have control conditions of the kind that were possible in the dichotic experiment (experiment 1), it is important to provide a line of evidence that the listeners were actually rating motion continuity rather than some other stimulus feature (see also Phillips and Hall 2001) . In this regard, two of the listeners in experiment 2 had also participated in experiment 1, and so it was possible to compare their motion-rating functions in the two experiments (DPP: compare figures 1a and 2a; SEH: compare figures 1d and 2a). In experiment 1, DPP's rating function was almost a step function between ICIs of 150 and 240 ms, and this was also true in experiment 2. In experiment 1, listener SEH's rating functions for saltation stimuli were a sigmoidal function, with the steepest slope occurring for responses to ICIs in the range from 90 to 240 ms. Her rating function had similar properties in experiment 2. Since the ratings for the saltation stimuli in experiment 1 were revealed not to be reflections of click rate (or train duration), and since the rating functions in experiment 2 were highly similar to those of the same listeners in experiment 1, the most parsimonious explanation for the similarity of the rating functions across the two experiments is that the subjects were indeed rating the continuity of the perceived motion. The grand mean data (figures 1h and 2b) for the two experiments were also very similar.
Discussion
Auditory saltation has previously been reported for sounds in the free-field (Bremer et al 1977; Thurlow and Oneson 1984) , although not for the stimulus configuration used here. Experiment 2 thus confirms the existence of a robust auditory saltation effect in the free field, and it does so specifically for actual sound sources placed in mirror-symmetric positions around the interaural axis, ie on the same cone of confusion.
As mentioned in section 1, the special significance of this stimulus configuration is that the ITDs generated by clicks at the two actual sources are close to identical (after Feddersen et al 1957; Middlebrooks and Green 1990) , and this means that any differentiable spatial properties of the percepts those stimuli generate cannot be based on that binaural cue. The present experiment was run with stimulus levels of 30^35 dB SL, and the maximum ILD to be expected is probably in the order of 30 dB [based on Middlebrooks's (1992) study of narrowband noises]. This suggests that information at the ear in the same hemifield as the stimuli likely was dominant in providing information about actual stimulus location. In this regard, the absolute sound-localisation judgments of acutely monaural listeners are least perturbed for sources with locations deep in the hemifield of the good ear (eg Slattery and Middlebrooks 1994) . This again suggests that the spatial processing of sources in that region of auditory space is dominated by monaural cuesölikely the spectral transformations of the stimulus at the tympanum caused by the diffractive properties of the pinna on that side (after Wightman and Kistler 1997) . Without necessarily disputing the existence of a binaural (ILD) contribution to the spatial processing of the stimuli in this experiment, it thus remains that the auditory saltation effect was robust under stimulus conditions in which the (binaural) ITD cue was probably absent, and the contribution of the (binaural) ILD cue was probably minor. In turn, this suggests that auditory saltation can exploit a spatial representation based predominantly on either binaural stimulus information (experiment 1) or monaural spatial information (experiment 2). It would be of interest to know whether stimuli displaced in only the vertical plane also supported the saltation effect.
General discussion
Auditory saltation is a misperception of the spatial location of transient stimulus events. It is a case in which the perceptual processing of the early members of a click train is influenced by the processing of elements that occur later in the same train, such that the clicks are perceived as emanating not only from the anchor points, but also from positions between them. One empirical attempt to measure the temporal distance over which this influence extends revealed a processing window as wide as 200^300 ms (Phillips and Hall 2001) . The illusion thus appears to reflect a distortion of sensory information that occurs within a temporal processing window to which the listener has access only at the output level. The width of the window is reminiscent of the`perceptual processing time' described much earlier by Massaro (1972) . Perhaps by coincidence, the window width is comparable with that seen in electrophysiological descriptions of auditory integration time (eg Nagarajan et al 1999) and in studies of the tolerance of speech perception to experimental onset asynchronies of energy in different frequency bands (Arai and Greenberg 1998) .
The mechanisms underlying auditory saltation are not known. Phillips and Hall (2001) have previously alluded to`binaural adaptation' (after Buell and Hafter 1988; Hafter and Buell 1990 ; see also Hafter and Dye 1983) as one contributor. Under conditions of repetitive stimulation, the interaural information extracted from successive elements of a stimulus train declines somewhat, until the system is`reset' by the introduction of some form of a change in the stimulus train. In this sense, the stimulus elements initiating the`reset' have more perceptual influence. It is not inconceivable that, first, the declining information extracted from later elements in a repetitive train forms a basis for malleability of their contribution to the final percept or, second, the same general principle might apply to monaural spatial information. This line of speculation provides a relatively low-level mechanism by which late elements in a train affect the perception of earlier ones as seen in both of the present experiments. What this account does not explain is the fact that the distortion of perceived location appears to affect the first element after the laterality reversal just as strongly as it does the final element preceding the laterality reversal.
Another`low-level' mechanism that may contribute to the genesis of the saltation effect is`binaural sluggishness' (Grantham and Wightman 1979) . The sluggishness of the binaural system is suggested by the relative difficulty with which listeners in some tasks can detect changes in binaural stimuli, particularly changes in ITD. If the central representation of the click-train stimulus used here was smeared by a sliding binaural temporal-integration window having a duration which was long in relation to the ICIs used in the present study (see, for example, Grantham and Wightman 1979; Akeroyd and Summerfield 1999) , the output of the window would be a click train which shifted systematically from one laterality extreme to the other. This is a description of the saltation effect. Furthermore, as the ICI is increased, fewer clicks would fall within the duration of the temporal window and the illusion would begin to degrade, as is also observed. Grantham (1984) has provided evidence that the processing of ILD stimuli is less sluggish than that of ITD stimuli. If this is true, then one would predict a weaker saltation effect for ILD stimuli than for ITD ones. This was not observed (experiment 1). It is possible that the temporal code for click ILDs (see above) might be subject to the binaural sluggishness normally acting on the ITD code. This speculation provides a mechanism by which binaural sluggishness might contribute to the generation of the saltation effect. On the other hand, the width of the binaural temporal window might vary with task and be as low as 14 to 16 ms (see Bernstein et al 2001) . Saltation as a stimulus paradigm does not easily map onto those paradigms used to measure the width of the binaural temporal window. With that caveat, the smaller recent window widths described by Bernstein et al (2001) are shorter than the shortest ICI used in the present study, which makes it more difficult to imagine that the saltation effect reflects a smearing through a binaural temporal window.
A more high-level explanation of the saltation effect resides in the ambiguity with which the stimulus specifies the sound source. A train of clicks at one location, followed in perfect temporal cadence by a second train of clicks at a second location, could be interpreted in at least two ways. One way is the veridical perception of two auditory objects or sources, each defined by the same ICIs, with one located at the starting anchor point and the other at the ending anchor point, and which, by chance, happen to have concatenated event times that result in perfectly regular ICIs throughout the (dual) auditory event. The second interpretation is of a single auditory source, defined by its ICIs, which moves from the first location to the second. Faced with that ambiguity, the perceptual system might default to the second, more parsimonious interpretation in an effort to parse the auditory scene most simply (after Bregman 1990) . The dependence of the illusion on ICI plays directly into this explanation. Our working hypothesis is that, at short ICIs, the clicks in the train are difficult to individuate (after Shore et al 1998) , and so are most likely to be grouped as a single auditory object (ie a single buzz, rather than a sequence of clicks). Once the perceptual system has engaged in the grouping operation on the leading clicks in the saltation stimulus, the grouping operation, having been founded on ICI, extends across space to preserve the single-object identity, and the illusory motion is the consequence. At long ICIs, the clicks are individuated more easily, and each can be assigned a veridical spatial location. This makes them less prone either to the perceptual grouping or to the illusory motion that might be a consequence of it.
